
pounding at the doors of the monstrous mortgage-backed- private, Venetian-style banking circles reach for the political
weapon known today as Synarchism. The argument is, thatsecurities bubble which Alan Greenspan has built up around

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. That rumbling sound is just those bankers’ financial claims will be paid profitably, no
matter how many people must die to guarantee payments toone warning that it is now time to react with a Roosevelt-like

reflex, once again. entities such as Bechtel or Halliburton now, or the Nazis’
Banque Worms complex earlier. So, the so-called “suburban”Some people did not agree with Roosevelt then, and some

will disagree with me now. The kind of bankers behind the ideologues of the Democratic Party machine are acting, even
despite today’s galloping financial crises. In the name of “theSynarchists demand that, in time of general financial crisis,

government must be prevented from applying the principles middle,” they are acting to prevent the nomination of any
Presidential candidate who is disposed to act as Franklin Roo-of our Constitution’s Preamble, from applying what the

Franklin Roosevelt era identified repeatedly as “the general sevelt did.
However, unless the U.S. voters choose a candidate whowelfare principle.” Already, since the Richard Nixon admin-

istration, where Rumsfeld and Cheney were introduced to is committed to the same sense of history as Franklin Roose-
velt, our nation, and those voters generally, will have nopower, the long-term trend in U.S. policy-shaping by the vari-

eties of financier interests represented by my fanatical per- chance worth mentioning, even for the personal lives of most,
during the years immediately ahead. Right now, I am the onlysonal political enemies at the Wall Street Journal, has been

to uproot and destroy, one after the other, every feature of the qualified such candidate in sight. To save this nation from
who-knows-what coming down in the months and moresystem of constitutional “general welfare” protection built

into the reforms which rescued the U.S.A. and its people from ahead, we require, again, a President who will face both eco-
nomic depression and the warlike threats of the Synarchists,the follies of Coolidge and Hoover.

Since the 1789 French Revolution, each time the possibil- as the lesson of Franklin Roosevelt’s Presidency warns us a
nation must sometimes be led. The next President must lookity arises, that governments are faced by an onrushing threat

of systemic collapse of the current money-economy, certain Hell in the eye, and make it back down.

“The signs, banners, chants, and songs with which we
greeted, challenged, and serenaded the DLCers elicited‘YouShouldBeDemocrats!’
strong reactions. . . . Our signs polemically posed the ques-
tion, ‘What does D-L-C actually stand for? Is it Defenders

The 2003 “Annual Conversation” of the Democratic Lead- of Lies of Cheney? Is it Democratic Lovers of Cheney? Is
ership Council (DLC) in Philadelphia was a flop. While it it Democratic Losers and Chumps for Cheney? Other signs
claims to have the “only formula” for winning the White declared, ‘One Tricky Dick was Enough! Impeach Che-
House in 2004, the candidate who represents the DLC, ney Now!’
Sen. Joe Lieberman, is steadily losing ground. The July 28 “We also came equipped with some classically in-
televised sessions showed speeches being delivered to a spired canons. One was to the tune of Haydn’s ‘To a
half-empty room. And the Washington Post revealed that Greedy Person,’ entitled, ‘You Should Be Democrats!’
the DLC now is “having to fight for its position and its
policies inside the party,” because of its slavish defense of You should be Democrats—
Dick Cheney’s Iraq War. Absent from the Post’s account: Fools, our Vice, our Dick, you know—
It is Lyndon LaRouche’s exposé of the DLC as Cheney’s To go to Iraq,
“protection racket” that is sinking it. He used Hussein, Saddam Hussein,

The LaRouche Youth Movement reported: “On Sun- He lied, he lied, he lied
day, July 27, the New Jersey and Philadelphia Chapters of ’Bout yellowcake, he tried,
the LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) descended upon While the DLC takes bribes
the Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel in downtown Philadel- From Rich and Steinhardt’s crimes.
phia, as part of an international campaign to force the resig- Is Donna Brazile a guy? Resign!’
nation or impeachment of America’s number one chicken-
hawk, Vice President Dick Cheney. We, being the ‘real’ “From the outset, the angry DLC bureaucrats proved
Democrats, in the tradition of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, to be Cheney’s protecters still, and called the police to
wanted to induce the Mafia-influenced Democratic Lead- surround the LYM organizers, hoping to contain their im-
ership Council (DLC) to stop the protection racket that pact. But the lively organizers stole the show with real
they have been running for Cheney. politics, humor and classical culture.”
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